iPad Repair Notice

The repair of your iPad may result in the loss of any user-generated data. Please ensure that you have made a complete backup of your iPad data prior to submitting for repair. iPads presented for repair may be replaced with non-genuine parts at the discretion of “A Class PC Service” unless by a prior special arrangement.

All parts used in repairing iPads are new, and have a 12 month replacement parts and labour warranty.

Electronic components in iPads may be damaged by an impact, normal ‘wear and tear’, or by manufacturer fault and such fault may not become apparent until during or after a repair.

iPad repairs void Warranty by Apple, and the option to pay Apple Genius Bar for a refurbished iPad in exchange for unrepaired iPad

Disclaimer

No liability is accepted by “A Class PC Service” for any hardware components in iPads other than the new parts installed by the “A Class PC Service” during a repair.

No liability is accepted by the “A Class PC Service” for loss of data or software

I the undersigned acknowledge to have read, understood and agree to this Repair Notice & Disclaimer and agree to submit my iPad for repair with ‘A Class PC Service’

Signature: ....................................................

Name: ....................................................

Date: ....................................................

www.aclasp.com.au